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Two side-by-side energy windows, one at the photopeak and one at lower energy, are sometimes
employed in quantitative SPECT studies. We measured the count-rate losses at moderately high
activities of 131I for two multihead Anger cameras in such a dual-window-acquisition mode by
imaging a decaying source composed of two hot spheres within a warm cylinder successively over
a total of 23 days. The window locations were kept fixed and the paralyzable model was assumed.
In addition, for the Picker Prism 3000 XP camera, the source was viewed from three different
angles separated by 120° and the final results are from an average over these three angles. For the
Picker camera, the fits to the data from the individual windows are good~the mean of the squared
correlation coefficient equals 0.98!while for the Siemens Multispect camera fits to the data from
head 1 and from the lower-energy, monitor window are relatively poor. Therefore, with the Si-
emens camera the data from the two windows are combined for deadtime computation. Repeated
autopeaking might improve the fits. At the maximum count rate, corresponding to a total activity of
740 MBq ~20 mCi! in the phantom, the multiplicative deadtime correction factor is considerably
larger for the Picker than for the Siemens camera. For the Picker camera, it is 1.11, 1.12, and 1.12
for heads 1–3 with the photopeak window and 1.10 for all heads with the lower-energy monitor
window. For the Siemens camera, the combined-window deadtime correction factor is 1.02 for head
1 and 1.03 for head 2. Differences between the deadtime correction factor for focal activity and for
the total activity do not support the hypothesis of count misplacement between foci of activity at
these count rates. Therefore, the total-image dead time correction is recommended for any and all
parts of the image. ©1998 American Association of Physicists in Medicine.
@S0094-2405~98!00301-0#
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I. INTRODUCTION

At the University of Michigan, Anger-camera dual-energ
window-acquisition mode is utilized in an algorithm d
signed to yield accuracy in focal quantification for patien
being monitored during131I radioimmunotherapy.1 From the
lower-energy window, one derives an estimate of the num
of corrupting gamma rays that are included within t
higher-energy window. This value can then be subtrac
from the counts in that window.2 With 131I, the correction
has to account for the perturbation of the expected count
to patient Compton scattering of the primary 364 ke
gamma ray and also due to energy degradation of hig
energy emissions~637, 713 keV, etc.!. This degradation pre
sumably occurs through~1! patient Compton scattering,~2!
collimator Compton scattering,~3! collimator septal penetra
tion coupled with partial energy deposition in the crystal,
~4! combinations of the above.3–5 Complicating matters, im-
aging therapy patients after the administration of a la
amount of131I radioactivity can lead to significant losses
counts due to camera deadtime.1 One group has employe
lead attenuation sheets between the patient and came
reduce the camera count rate.6 We employ a deadtime cor
85 Med. Phys. 25 „1…, January 1998 0094-2405/98/25
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rection for the moderate levels of radioactivity present at
time of our imaging: less than an estimated 30 mCi~1110
MBq! total body burden.

Previous efforts by others7–17have modeled the dead tim
behavior of Anger cameras for radioisotopes with a sin
energy window at high counting rates. The camera dead t
has been shown to be dependent on the scattering cond
in the source. The reason: count rates from a single ph
peak window do not account for photons having other en
gies. These photons do contribute significantly to the d
time of the camera electronics.

We have previously18 measured the deadtime losses o
General Electric 400 AT Anger camera in the dual-ener
window-acquisition mode for clinical situations where de
time losses are at a fairly low level (<25%). That research
is now extended to two multihead Anger cameras likely to
employed in quantitative imaging of new patients.~Both
cameras have heads with 9.5 mm thick crystals.! Our goal is
to obtain a correction factor for dead time that will be suf
ciently accurate so as to contribute little to an overall qu
titative uncertainty of 10% for activity. In the new researc
we ~1! employ the paralyzable model and use the decay
source method,~2! initially treat the data from each window
separately in obtaining a dead time-correction factor,F, ~3!
85„1…/85/7/$10.00 © 1998 Am. Assoc. Phys. Med.
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86 Koral et al. : Two multihead Anger cameras 86
compare the results from different heads, and~4! look into
the dependence of the correction on the geometry of
phantom being imaged.

In addition, at higher count rates, Ceeburg and Str
have reported that events may be mispositioned in the im
even if they are not lost altogether.19 When there are two o
more high-activity foci, they report that counts are misplac
along the lines that join the high-activity locations. To inve
tigate the possibility of count misplacement for our came
and at our count rates, we~1! choose our phantom to hav
both focal and distributed radioactivity,~2! compute a dead
time constant for not only the total image but also for on
the counts within a region of interest~ROI! covering the
projection of the focal activity, and~3! compare the values o
the dead time correction factor for the focal activity and
the total activity.

II. THEORY

To review the theory, the dead time correction factor,F,
can be defined to correct the observed count rate,N8, to
produce an estimate of the true count rate,N,

N5FN8. ~1!

Here, the observed count rate is that found in the im
recorded by the computer attached to the gamma camer

With the paralyzable model,

N85Ne2Nt, ~2!

wheret is the dead time constant. Furthermore, it can ea
be shown20 that for a decaying source that has a disinteg
tion constant,l, and that is measured at time,t, lt1 ln N8
can be plotted againste2lt andt can be related to the slop
and intercept of the best fit to that data by

t52~slope!e2 intercept. ~3!

The relationship@from Eqs. ~1! and ~2!# between the ob-
served count rateN8 and the paralyzable-model dead tim
correction factorF is

F5eN8tF. ~4!

One can solve forF for a givenN8 andt by iteration. That
is, one guesses a value forF and then checks if it is consis
tent with Eq.~4! for the givenN8 andt. If not, it is varied
until the equation is satisfied.

III. METHODS

A cylindrical, water-filled phantom of an elliptical cros
section containing two 6-cm-diam, water-filled spheres w
used to approximate the scattering conditions that would
encountered while imaging tumors in a patient. The long a
inside dimension of the ellipse measured 30.4 cm and
short axis 21.9 cm. This cross section approximates that
in patient body imaging. The inside height of the phanto
was 17.8 cm. The spheres were symmetrically placed on
long axis, the centers 8.6 cm away from the ‘‘center’’ of t
elliptical cross section and 10.2 cm from the bottom~nonlip
end!of the cylinder. Symmetry was maintained to aid in t
Medical Physics, Vol. 25, No. 1, January 1998
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interpretation of data obtained with a camera head that
rotated 120° from its standard position. Requiring this sy
metry argued against a more lifelike but less symme
phantom. The phantom was successfully imaged nine tim
over 23 days with the Siemens camera and at 8 of th
times with the Picker camera. The times were chosen so
the difference in the count rate between successive acq
tions was approximately the same. As the source acti
decayed, imaging time was increased from 30 to 180 s
that the counting statistics for each image were about
same. For the first acquisition, the entire phantom contai
740 MBq ~20 mCi! with the spheres having equal activit
and a 5:1 activity concentration ratio compared to the s
rounding cylinder. A measurement of the room backgrou
with the source removed was obtained on day 10. It w
assumed that this background was constant in intensity
so could be subtracted~after proper acquisition-time scaling!
from the count rates on all of the days. Since the meas
ments were carried out after hours when patients were
longer being imaged and since no high-energy sources
stored near the imaging site, this assumption is proba
good.

The first camera, the Picker Prism 3000 XP, had setti
for the energy windows that all involved 20% widths. Th
photopeak windows, which were visually centered on
first day, were located at indicated energies of 357, 372,
378 keV for heads 1–3. The lower-energy windows, wh
we will call monitor windows, were placed just below th
photopeak windows without overlapping them and were
cated at indicated energies of 291, 303, and 309 keV, res
tively. The energy spectrum and the windows for head 2
the Picker camera are shown in Fig. 1.

For both cameras, a standard clinical quality-control p
cedure~based on peaking for99mTc! was being followed dur-
ing the experimental measurements. This procedure ad
camera high voltage to correct for electronic drift. We cho
to use the same131I window settings for each measuremen
We, therefore, are assuming both good quality control a
also stability in the position of the131I peak relative to that of
99mTc over the time period. The advantage of this experim
tal procedure is its simplicity and its identity for both cam
eras.

The phantom was reproducibly placed on the headres
the patient table with the lip over the edge, leaving the a
of the cylinder parallel to the axis of rotation. The table its
was reproducibly located within the gantry. Initially, head
was located directly below the phantom, as shown in Fig
Data from all three heads were acquired. Then the cam
was rotated 120° and a second acquisition obtained. T
procedure was then repeated one final time. In this way, d
was obtained for each head viewing the phantom from e
of three angles.

The second camera, the two-headed Siemens Multisp
had windows that were originally located using the autope
feature of the ICON™ MS-2 software and then, as with t
Picker camera, kept the same. Again, good quality con
and relative-peak-location stability are being assumed. A
result of the initial autopeaking, for both heads a 20% w
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87 Koral et al. : Two multihead Anger cameras 87
window was centered on the 364 keV photopeak and a 2
window centered at 287 keV for head 1 and at 292 keV f
head 2 and, therefore, not quite contiguous to the photop
window, were used for the monitor window.

The phantom was placed at the top of the patient cou
with the pad removed and over the edge as for the Pic
camera. Attention was again given to reproducible placem
of the phantom and of the table. For this camera, head 2 w
below the table and head 1 above. No rotation of the cam
was carried out. Imaging times were the same as with t
first camera and a background measurement was simila
made.

To begin the data analysis, the total number of counts
each projection was assessed. The background total co

FIG. 1. Energy spectrum from the131I phantom for head 2 of the Picker
camera. Counts are plotted against energy in keV. The pair of vertical lin
toward the right denotes photopeak acceptance window while the pair
ward the left denotes monitor window. Shorter peak at far right is 637 ke
emission.

FIG. 2. Sketch of the phantom in place for a 0° acquisition by head 1 of t
Picker Prism camera.
Medical Physics, Vol. 25, No. 1, January 1998
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was weighted appropriately by the relative imaging time a
subtracted. The result was divided by the image acquisi
time on the particular day to provide count rates for the plo
To examine the deadtime appropriate for focal activity
square ROI was placed over the circular image of a sph
The size was kept constant throughout at 18318 pixels. The
location was determined visually but with a side condition
searching for the maximum number of counts. When
ROI was found for one of the two spheres for the photope
window on one of the days, it was used in the same loca
for the monitor window. The background was also evalua
for these ROI and subtracted to obtain the sphere cou
except that it was so low with the Siemen’s camera tha
was ignored as negligible.

In processing, the results from the Picker camera,
computed a dead time constant by averaging over the t
values measured at different angles to obtain a single va
ta . At the maximum count rate, we also estimated the er
in the dead time correction factor at each of the three an
due to using this average dead time constant. The proce
was to use the average constant and the measured coun
and solve Eq.~4! for Fa :

Fa5eN8taFa. ~5!

Then repeat the calculation with the measured constan
each angle,u, to obtainFm(u):

Fm~u!5eN8t~u!Fm~u!. ~6!

Next, calculate the error at each angle,E(u), in percent from
using the average value:

E~u!5
@Fa2Fm~u!#

Fm~u! * 100%. ~7!

We also compared the deadtime correction factor for
focal-activity count rate,F focal, to the deadtime correction
factor for the total image,F total, and computed a fractiona
difference,D, as follows:

D5
F total2F focal

0.5* ~F total1F focal!
* 100%. ~8!

This fractional difference will be negative if counts are bei
misplaced outside the spheres but still within the image.

Subsequent to the main experiment detailed above, tes
of the camera heads was carried out to characterize the
bility of the 131I peak relative to that of99mTc. A scatter-free
source was reproducibly placed over each crystal after
collimator was removed. The location of the131I peak chan-
nel was checked seven times over 21 days by the Pic
camera’s standard software. On each occasion, five mea
ments were made for each head so that we could check
uncertainty of the location of the peak as determined by

es
o-

e
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88 Koral et al. : Two multihead Anger cameras 88
peak channel. For the Siemens camera, autopeaking was
ried out seven times over 21 days. The off-peak shift fr
the target value~called the ‘‘preset’’!was recorded for each
head.

IV. RESULTS

A. Deadtime constants

A plot of the data from the photopeak window for head
of the Picker camera positioned below the phantom~0°! is
shown in Fig. 3. An excellent fit to the model is obtain
with the square of the correlation value equal to 0.992. Si
larly good fits are obtained for both windows, all thre
angles, and all three heads. For the 18 fits, the squared
relation constant averages 0.984 with a range of 0.960
0.992. The very good fits are consistent with good effect
energy gain stability during the time of measurement.

The effect on the deadtime constant of object geometr
shown in Fig. 4. The constant is highest when the phantom
viewed face on at 0° and is lower when it is viewed o
liquely by rotating the camera either1120° or2120°. This
fact is true for all three heads and for both of the window
There is fairly good agreement between the symmetric
ometries.

Table I shows the deadtime constant averaged over
three angles for each head and for each window. This a
age value is recommended for use in obtaining the dead
correction for patients. By assuming the agreement betw
symmetric geometries should be perfect, one can obtain
estimate of the accuracy of the deadtime constant for a g
geometry. That is, the difference in the deadtime cons
between the two symmetrical geometries is calculated
each head and each window. The difference is averaged
the three heads. The resultant value of 0.15ms for the pho-

FIG. 3. The plot of the model fit with the best value for the square of
correlation coefficient among all the final results. Shown are results for
Picker Prism camera, head 1, for the photopeak window.
Medical Physics, Vol. 25, No. 1, January 1998
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topeak window and 0.23ms for the monitor window is a
conservative error estimate for the respective average d
time constants given in Table I.

For the Siemens camera, the fits to the data from in
vidual windows are fairly poor, especially for head 1 and f

e

FIG. 4. The effect of the phantom geometry on the deadtime constan
each head and both windows of the Picker Prism camera. It is seen tha
constant is highest when the phantom is viewed ‘‘face on’’~as it is for head
1 in the sketch of Fig. 2!. A deadtime constant averaged over the thr
geometries is calculated for patient correction at any angle. The resu
given in Table I.

TABLE I. Deadtime constant in microseconds for each camera, head,
window ~for the Siemens camera, data from the two windows has b
combined so there is only one deadtime constant per head!.

Picker Siemens
Head Photopeak Monitor Combined

1 9.00 15.07 1.53
2 9.52 16.87 2.18
3 9.12 16.75
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89 Koral et al. : Two multihead Anger cameras 89
the monitor window. The values are given in Table II. T
data appear very noisy rather than having a nonlinear de
dence. To improve the fits, we tried combining the cou
from the two windows and replotting the data. Results fro
this procedure are better and are also given in Table II. A
the poorer fit with combined data, that for head 1, is sho
in Fig. 5. We use the linear fits to the combined data as
approximations to the deadtime behavior of the camera.
resultant deadtimes are, therefore, included in Table I.
procedure for patients is to combine the count rates for
two windows to calculate a deadtime correction factor; th
apply this factor to the data from each window. This proc
dure is carried out at each angle of a SPECT acquisition

B. Deadtime correction factors

At the maximum count rate we measured~that is, on the
first day of imaging!, the deadtime correction factor calc
lated from the average deadtime constant~or deadtime con-
stant!for each head and window~or window combination!is
given in Table III. The count rate at this time for head 1
the Picker camera, which is typical for all heads of bo
cameras, is 10 795 counts per second for the photopeak
dow and 5818 counts per second for the monitor windo

TABLE II. Fit results for Siemens camera.

Window Head R2 t

Photopeak 1 0.87 3.24ms
Photopeak 2 0.98 4.74
Monitor 1 0.24 1.85
Monitor 2 0.72 2.35
Combined 1 0.77 1.53
Combined 2 0.96 2.18

FIG. 5. A plot of the fit of the model that results in the worst value for t
square of the correlation coefficient among all the total-image final res
Shown are the data for the Siemens camera, head 1, with the total-im
counts for the photopeak and monitor windows combined.
Medical Physics, Vol. 25, No. 1, January 1998
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Table III shows that the Siemens camera has a much sm
deadtime correction factor, in general, and that the varia
among heads~and between windows for the Picker camer!
is small. The smallness of the correction with the Sieme
camera to some extent justifies our use of a linear fit~even a
large percentage error from the fit would not change the
solute value of the resultant correction by much!.

C. Error from using average deadtime constant with
Picker camera

At the maximum count rate with the Picker camera, t
error, E(u), from using the average deadtime consta
ranges from21.03% ~for both the photopeak window with
head 2 at 0° and the monitor window with head 1 at 0°! to
10.79% ~for the monitor window with head 1 at2120°!.
The average of the absolute value of the percentage err
0.55% (n518). The smallness of the error in the deadtim
correction factor justifies using the average value for
deadtime constant, in our opinion.

D. Deadtime for focal activity versus that for entire
image

Fits to the data from the sphere ROI for the Picker cam
at 0° were not as good as for the total-image data. The m
of the squared correlation coefficient for the 12 fits is 0.9
with a range of 0.88 to 0.98. The fits for the Siemens d
were similarly more noisy with the mean of the squared c
relation coefficient for the four fits equal to 0.66 with a ran
from 0.45 to 0.93. As in the case of the total image, hea
fits were noisier than head 2 fits.

For the Picker camera at a maximum count rate, 11 ou
12 of the fractional differences,D, between focal and total
image correction-factor values are positive. The aver
fractional difference is11.68% with a range of20.62% to
15.04%. These results tend to indicate a systematic dif
ence betweenF focal andF total. However, the sign of the dif-
ference in the 11 cases is the opposite of what would
expected if counts were being misplaced between the
spheres. Since the mechanism of the difference is, there
unclear and since the average difference is less than 2%
recommend the approach of using the total-image dead
for correction.

For the Siemens camera, half the fractional differenc
D, are positive and half negative. The average is10.23%
with a range of21.47% to11.73%. For this camera with

s.
ge

TABLE III. Deadtime correction factor at maximum count rate.

Picker Siemensa

Head Photopeak Monitor Combined

1 1.11 1.10 1.02

2 1.12 1.10 1.03

3 1.12 1.10

aFor the Siemens camera, data from the two windows has been combin
there is only one deadtime correction factor per head.
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90 Koral et al. : Two multihead Anger cameras 90
an even split, there is no evidence of a systematic differe
and so, again, we recommend using the total-image d
time.

E. Relative stability of 131I peak

For the Picker camera, the measured value for the p
channel had a standard deviation over 21 days~7 occasions!
of 0.8 keV for head 1, 1.0 keV for head 2, and 0.7 keV f
head 3. The uncertainty in the measurement of the loca
~the standard deviation of the mean for five individual me
surements on each occasion! averaged 1.5 keV for head 1
1.9 keV for head 2, and 1.6 keV for head 3. For each he
the uncertainty of the location is greater than the shift. F
example, for head 1 1.5 keV is greater than 0.8 keV. Th
there appears to be no verifiable relative shifting, and
assumption of good stability is validated.

For the Siemens camera, the result of repeated autop
ing for the photopeak had a standard deviation of 2.9 keV
head 1 and 1.8 keV for head 2. Assuming the99mTc peak was
being kept equally stable for the two cameras, there is m
relative shifting with the Siemens camera than with t
Picker camera. Making the assumption or not, one still c
cludes the effective energy gain stability with the Sieme
camera is not quite as good as with the Picker camera.

V. DISCUSSION

Since we wanted one deadtime constant for each cam
head involved, we have averaged multiple values from
ferent angles where available. The resulting patient pro
dure would be to use the average constant in combina
with the total count rate, which will vary with SPECT rota
tion angle, to obtain a deadtime correction factor for ea
angle of a SPECT acquisition. An alternative proced
would have been to interpolate between the three meas
angles to obtain a deadtime constant as a function of an
Since we had only three samples of the angular variat
and two were for redundant geometries, we have chosen
to follow this alternative. Fortunately, the deadtime corre
tion factor varies somewhat slowly with the constant, a
one will have the correct measured count rate. Moreover
correction can be unbiased because we will already be m
ing some error in the constant for any angle because
given patient will not match our phantom exactly.

Note that one could talk about the deadtime correction
terms of what fraction of the original data needs to be ad
to it to obtain the undistorted image. This fraction equalsF
21. The errors and differences we have discussed co
have been expressed as a percentage of this fraction.
would have then been discussing what percentage of the
crement was in error. These percentages would have b
about a factor of 10, i.e., 1/(1.1021), larger. We would have
been looking for the correction to be accurate rather than
total correction factor. By this tougher criterion, one mig
be less willing to accept the errors we have accepted.
point of view is that we only need the final count rate to
good to, say, within 2%~and thus the correction factor! and
that we do not need to hit the correction itself within 2%.
Medical Physics, Vol. 25, No. 1, January 1998
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Judging by the pulse-height-analyzer display, the Siem
camera has a lower-energy upper-level discriminator than
Picker camera. This difference might be one source of
smaller deadtime correction factors for the Siemens cam
with the same phantom. However, we choose not to con
ture on how much of a factor this might be.

Since the effective energy gain stability with the Sieme
camera is not as good as with the Picker camera, emplo
autopeaking before each measurement might improve the
to the paralyzable model, at least for the photopeak wind
It also might be informative to check for changes in t
shape of the energy spectra as the count rate changes. H
ever, the means for this measurement are not readily at h
From a practical point of view, since the maximum corre
tion for our count range is only 3%, it is felt that furthe
refinement of the correction is not necessary for our end g
of not contributing significantly to a quantitation uncertain
of 10% in activity determination.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

~1! At least up to moderately high count rates, the pa
lyzable model fits two current cameras operating in the131I
dual-window-acquisition mode with fixed windows. For on
of these cameras, however, it is necessary to combine
from the two windows and to calculate a single deadti
correction factor.

~2! In the case of the elliptical-cylinder source geomet
for the Picker camera, deadtime correction factors are sim
for each head at the same count rate, and they are simila
the two windows. For the Siemens camera, the correc
factor is also similar for the two heads at the same count
and is smaller than for the Picker camera.

~3! For the Picker camera, there is a measurable dep
dence of the deadtime constant on source geometry fo
given head and window.

~4! At our moderate count rates, for both cameras ther
no indication that counts are being misplaced between fo
activities at higher rates. For the Picker camera, there is s
indication that the focal activity has a different deadtime c
rection factor than does the entire image. Since the ave
difference is only 2%, this unexplained effect needs furth
verification.
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